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For each sequence q = {qi} = ±1, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1 let Nq = the number of permutations tr of 
1, 2 . . . . .  n with up-down sequence sgn(tri+x-tri) = th, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Clearly Y.q (Nqln!) = 1 
but what is the probability p, = Y.q (NJn!) 2 that two random permutations have the same 
up-down sequence? We show that p,, = (K" - t l ,  1) where 1 = l(x, y)-- 1 and K "-1 is the iterated 
integral operator with K~b(x, y) = S~ S~ K(x, y; x', y')d~(x', y') dx' dy' on L2[0, 1] x [0, 1] where 
K(x, y; x', y') is 1 if (x -x ' ) (y -y ' )>0 and 0 otherwise, and (f, g) = J~Io~/g. The eigenexpansion 
of K yields p, ,~ca" as n--,,oo, where c~-1.6, a ~-0.55. 
We also give a recatrsion formula for a polynomial whose coefficients are the frequencies of 
all the possible forms. 
1. Introduction 
Let S, be the set of all permutations of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. A classical combinatorial 
problem [2-6] is the enumeration of the permutations in S, that have specified 
(up-down) signature, where the signature of cre S, is defined to be 
q(tr)=(ql , . . . ,q,_ l )  where qi=sgn(o%l-tr i) .  
If N,(q) is the number of permutations having signature q we clearly have 
~_4N,(q)=nl. Macmahon [6] gave a determinantal formula for N,,(q), and 
de Bruijn [4] gave a simple computational gorithm. We study the probability p, 
that two permutations chosen at random from S, will have the same signature; 
this probability is 
p, = ~, (N,,(q)/n l)2. 
q 
We show that 
p.  ~2Ca"  
where c~-0.82064180, a~0.55240601.  We have a=l/(2Oz) where 0z= 
0.90513135 is the smallest zero of 1-- T(O), where T(0) is the power series whose 
coefficients are the squares of those of tan O, 
T(O) = t O2k+t(E2k+l / (  2k  + 1)!) 2, 
k~O 
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and the E's are the tangent numbers: tan x =~x2k+lE2k+l/(2k+l)!. Also c -1= 
OlT'(Ol). 
If we let the signature q be random, with 
P{q=qo}=21-" for qoE{-1, 1} "-1, 
then Z(q)= 2"-IN,(q)/n! is a random variable with moments (about zero) 
~l,l(.Z' ) -~- 1, p.2(Z) = 2" -Zp .  ~ cO-~". 
We have been unable to obtain any more information about the asymptotic 
behavior of Z(q), although it seems likely (from numerical evidence through 
n = 10) that ( l /n ) logZ(q)  has a limiting distribution. Using the algorithm of 
Section 4, we show in Fig. 1 the probabilities P((1/n) log 7_., <~x) for n = 10. We 
conjecture that n-~ln(n!/N,(q)) has a limiting distribution with support 
(ln(~r), oo). In particular it would be nice to obtain moments of Z(q) higher than 
the second, ~a(Z)= 2("-t)(a-1)P(. d) where 
= (N.  (q)/. t)", 
q 
is the probability that d random independent permutations all have the same 
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signature. It is clear by the method of the following section that /~a)_  caa ~ where 
aa is the principal eigenvalue of the integral equation 
~b(y) dy + 4~(Y) dy = h~b(x), 
where X=Xl, . . . ,xe,  dy=dya""  dye and the integrals are over y~<x~,i= 
1, . . . ,  d and x~ < y~, i = 1 , . . . ,  d respectively. However we can solve the integral 
equation only for d = 2. In Section 3 we study this integral equation (in the case 
d = 2) in more detail, and in Section 4 we derive an efficient recursive formula by 
means of which the frequencies N,(q) can be computed. 
We are grateful to S. Gutmanrl for bringing the problem to our attention. 
2. ~ metlmfl 
If X={X1, X2, . . . ,  X,} is a sequence of independent random variables, uni- 
formly distributed over (-1, 1), the random permutation It(x) defined (almost 
everywhere) by 
X~I <X~2<.  - • <X,,.,  
is distributed uniformly over S.. If Y={Y1, Y2,--- ,  Y.} is a second such se- 
quence, independent of X, then ~r(X) and It(Y) will have the same signature iff 
Wi > 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1, where Wi = (X~-+I-X~-)(Yi+I- ~) .  We define the 
quantities ho(x, y)= 1, 
hk(x, y) =2k Pr{Wx>0, . . . ,  W2>0, . . . ,  Wk >0 [ X~ =x, ¥~ = y}, 
k=1,2 , . . . ,  
so that 
flf p,=2 -2-" h.(x, y) dx dy, n=0,  1,2, . . . .  (1) "s--I 1 
Also the h's satisfy the recurrence 
h.+x(x, y) =~ + h~(u,v)dudv, (2) 
which we write as 
h.+x = K2h., 
where Kz is the integral operator that appears in (2). Explicitly, the first few h's 
a le  
ho = 1, ha = l+xy ,  h2 = l+xy  +¼(x 2-1)(y 2-1) ,  
h3 = 1 + xy +¼(x 2-1)(y 2-1)  +-~'+~(x 3 - 3x)(y 3 -  3y), 
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and in the lemma below we shall establish that for k = 1, 2 , . . .  we have 
hk = hk-1 + e2hk-3 + e]hk-5 +''" +/k (X)fk (Y), (3) 
where for k = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  
[k/2] X k --2i 
fk(x) = ~ (-l)ie2i , (4) 
~=o (k - 2/)! 
and the e's satisfy 
t ekX = sec x + tan x. k 
k=0 
The quantity k! ek is the Euler number Ek; some values are Eo = 1, EI = 1, 
E2=l ,  E3=2,  E4=5,  E5= 16, E6=61. 
In the notation of Abramowitz and Stegun [1, Chapters 4 and 23] 
2" 
f. (x) = ~.. F_~ ((x + 1)/2), 
where E.(x) is the nth Euler polynomial, and 
(--1)k-122k(22k- 1)B2k 
e2k-1 = (2k) l ' 
where B2k is a Bernoulli number. Also our  EEn differs from theirs by a factor 
(-1)". 
It is well known that P_~ is the number of permutations in S, that have the 
'alternating' signature (+1, -1 ,  +1, -1 ,  +1, . . . ) .  We shall see below that 
f2k+l(x) dx = O, hk(x) dx = 2(-1)%2k+1. (5) 
1 1 
Clearly Ih.(x, y) l~2" so for I01 sufficiently small we can write 
H(x, y, O)= ~ Okhk(x, y), 
k=O 
and from (3) we shall have 
where 
Thus 
H(x, y, 0)= T(O)H(x, y, O)+F(x, y, 0), 
T(0) = )". ,,'~2k+l-ze2k+x and F(x, y, 0)= ~ 0kfk(x)fk(y). 
and this equation holds for 
l -T (0 ) .  
H(x, y, o) = (1 -  y, o), (6) 
101<01, where 01=0.905 is the smallest zero of 
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Writing 
P(O)= ~ (2o)-p., 
n=l  
we have on integrating (6) and using (1) and (5) 
P(0) = 2T(0)(1- T(0)) -1. 
Since 01 is the only pole of l -T (0 )  on the circle [zl = 01, the asymptotic formula 
p,, ~ 2cot" follows where a = 1/(201), c -1 = 01T'(01). The results announced in the 
Abstract are obtained by transforming all the above from (-1, 1) to (0, 1). 
It remains only to prove 
Lemm~l. For k = 1, 2 , . . .  
K2[2k(X)[2k(y ) = e22k+l + f 2k+l(X)f 2k+l(y), 
K2h~-dx)h~- l (y )  = f 2k (x)I:k (y), (7) 
where [o = 1, • = 1 + xy and in general [k is given by (4). Also (5) holds. 
Proof. With [k defined by (4) we have 
/ (x)= ~ Ok[k(X)=e°"sech O, (8) 
k----0 
whence 
5". o"f,,(+l) = l+tanh O, 
so that [2k(±l)= 0, ~2k+1(±1)= ~(--1)ke2k+l. Also from (8) fk+l(X) is an indefinite 
integral of fk(x), so the results (5) and (7) follow immediately. [] 
3. qtlm Slmemm K 
Since the kernel of the integral operator K2 is symmetric, bounded, and 
nonnegative, K2 has a discrete, real, countable set of eigenvalues and the principal 
eigenvalue has a nonnegative igenfunetion. We shall see that the principal 
eigenvalue is ;t = 1/01 where 01 is the positive root of T(01)= 1 and the principal 
eigenfunetion is F(x, y, 01) in (6). Indeed from the fact that h,,+l = K2h~, n ~ 0 and 
(6) we get 
l -T (#)  
K2F(x, y, 0 ) - (1 -  T(0))K2/-/(x, y, 8) -  
0 
=lF(x, y, 8) l-T(8)0 
(8(g y, e)- I) 
(9) 
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so for 0 = 01, T(01) = 1, and F(x, y, 01) is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue 
;t = 1/01 from (9). To see that this is actually the principal eigenfunction it is 
enough to observe that since the principal eigenfunction is positive it must occur 
with nonzero coefficient in the expansion of the constant function 1. But we have 
seen that (K~I, 1) --~ constant × (1/ 01)" so that F(x, y, 01) must indeed be the 
principal eigenfunction. However it is possible to prove this in a more systematic 
way which also allows the computation of the other eigenvalues and can be 
viewed as a very general technique as follows. Suppose K2 is any operator and 
{4h, ~2,. . .} is any orthogonal system of 'near eigenfunctions', i.e. 
K94~,, = a,,6,, +/3.0 (10) 
where 0 is a fixed function in the span of {4'1, 4~2,...}. Then 4' = Y~ a"~. is an 
eigenfunction with eigenvalue h if and only if ha.  = a,,a. + (~ a./3,,)3,,, for all n, 
where y,, are the coefficients of the expansion of 0 = Y. 3'.4~,,. Eliminating a. gives 
~ /3"Y" (II) 
1 = )t - a .  
as the equation determining h, since a.,/3., 3'. are known. In our case we take for 
the family 6.  the doubly indexed array 
@jk = cos l~r(]x + ky), ], k odd, ] I> 1. (12) 
Since K2~ik-----ailc~jk+/3ikl where %k =--4/~r2j k and /3i=Otik (--1) O+k)/2 and %k = 
911 S:1 ~bik =/3ik. The eigenvalue quation is, since /3jk%k = %2 
i = I k =-~ )t - -  otik 
i,k odd 
For any h satisfying (13) the corresponding sum 
i=1 k=-®A--~jk 
i,k odd 
is an eigenfunction of / (2 with eigenvalue h. The family. 
ejk =sin½~r(jx +ky), ], k odd, ]t> 1 (15) 
are each eigenfunctions (with eigenvalue ark) of K2 and ~ik, 0ik together form a 
complete orthogonal family so that the 0ik together with the eigenfunctions 4~ in 
(14) generate all the eigenfunctions of K. The largest root of (13) is seen to be 
h = 1/01 by expanding a~k/(A- ark) into powers of 1/),, and interchanTng sums. 
This provides a direct proof that F(x, y, 01) is the principal eigenfunction of/(2. 
Figures 2-5 plot F(x, y, 01) for -1~<x~<1, y= 1; -1~<x<~1, y =0;  - l<~x = y~ 
1; -1  ~< x =-y  <~ 1, respectively. Note that F is nearly linear along the edges of 
the square and has a saddle point in the center. 
It would be of interest o us to obtain corresponding eigenfunctions for Kd in 
d > 2 dimensions. 
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4. A recursion formula for the frequencies 
In this section we replace q~ by g~ = ½(1 + q~), and write N,(g) instead of N,(q). 
If q = (q l , . . . ,  q,_x) is the signature of a permutation in S,, it is convenient to 
regard g(q) as being the binary representation of an integer which we shall also 
denote by g" 
g = g(q) = 2--=g~ + 2" -3g2  + • • . + g._~ 
thus 0~ < g~<2 " -1 -1 .  We shall obtain a recursive formula for the polynomial 
M.(y) - x'2--'-1 -~g=0 N.(g)y g. The first few values are 
MI(y) = 1, M2(y) = 1 + y, M3(y) = 1 + 2y + 2y 2 + y3. 
Let N.(r, g) be the number of permutations in S. that have signature g and first 
element or1 = r. Consideration of the possibilities for (cry, ¢r2) for permutations in
S.+1 shows that 
r- -1 
N,,(s, g) 
N,+l(r, g) = $=1 
~., N.(s, g-2" )  
$~---r 
if g < 2 "-1 (i.e. g l  = 0) ,  
if g >I 2 "-1 (i.e. g~ = 1). 
(16) 
~'2  " -2 -1  Hence if M,(x, y)= ~,"=t/..g=0 x'ygN,(r, g) we have 
r,g $ '~r  s~r  
s,g r~s  
where Y, = y2.-1. Hence 
M.+l(x,y ) (x_ l)-l ~ (x.+2 xS+X + s+t g = Y . (x  -x))y N.(s,g) 
$,g 
= (x - 1)-1(x(Y. - 1)M. (x, y) + (x "*2- xY.)M. (1, y)). (17) 
What we want is M,~(y) =/~(1 ,  y), but some effort is needed to get this from (17). 
It is convenient to replace x by (1 -  t) -1 and to write G.(t, y) for M. ( (1 -  t) -1, y). 
Then M. (y )= G.(0, y), and (17) becomes 
G.+l(t, y )= (Y . -  1)t-lG.(t, y)+ ((1-  t) - " -~-  Y,~)t-tGn(O, y). 
Now equating coefficients in the (formal) Taylor series expansions we obtain the 
relation 
1 t-,_ck)m 1 G~+t)(0, y)+ (n +k + 1~ 
k-'!. ""+1"v" g)= (Y" -  l) (k + l)! \ k+ l  ]G"(0'Y) '  
k=0, . . . .  
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Hence by successive substitution we find finally (since the G's are polynomials, 
the procedure terminates!) 
k=0 k j- i 
Computation using (18) is extremely rapid, and M,(y) has been evaluated 
through n = 18. The coefficients through n = 8 appear in Table 1. It is indeed true, 
though not at all obvious from (18), that the resulting polynomials are symmetric, 
s ince  
N , (g )  = N , (2  " -1 -  l -g )  
and  that  they  a lso  exh ib i t  symmetry  under  s ignature - reversa l :  
N . (g l ,  g2,.  - • , gn-1)  -- N . (g . -1 ,  • • •,  g2, gl)- 
Thus for example from the Table with n = 6 we see that 
N6(5) = N6(00101) 
= N6(26) = N6(11010) 
= N6(20) = N6(10100) 
= N6(11) = N6(01011)= 35. 
In the Appendix we give a FORTRAN program implementing (18) that will 
compute and print the numbers in Table 1. In this implementation we exploit the 
fact that for each coefficient in M,+1(y), the nonzero terms in the formula on the 
right-hand side appear with alternating signs. Thus we do not need to compute 
any signs explicitly. 
Table 1. Frequencies of permutations with specified signature. The number of permutations in S,~ 
with signature g=(gl ,  g2 . . . . .  g.-1) appears as the (2n-2g 1 +2n--3g2+"" +g.--1 + 1)th entry in 
the array for that n. 
n=2 1 1 
3 1 2 2 1 
4 1 3 5 3 3 5 3 1 
5 1 4 9 6 9 16 11 4 
6 1 5 14 10 19 35 26 10 
5 19 40 26 35 61 40 14 
7 1 6 20 15 34 64 
20 78 169 111 155 272 
6 29 78 etc. 
1 7 27 21 55 105 
55 217 477 315 449 791 
27 133 365 259 477 875 
85 315 643 413 531 917 
7 41 133 e~. 
4 11 16 9 6 9 4 1 
14 40 61 35 26 40 19 5 
10 26 35 19 10 14 5 1 
50 20 34 99 155 90 71 111 55 15 
181 64 50 132 181 99 55 78 29 6 
85 35 69 203 323 189 155 245 125 35 
531 89 155 413 573 315 181 259 99 21 
643 245 323 917 1385 791 573 875 407 105 
589 203 125 315 407 217 99 133 41 7 
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APPENDIX 
IN THIS PROGRAM, N IS B. THIS CAN BE CHANGED (TO ANY INTEGER 
GREATER THAN i) BY ALTERING THE FIRST STATEMENT. 
TH IS PROGRAM COMPUTES AND PRINTS A VECTOR F OF LENGTH 3,2,*(N-I) 
SUCH THAT F(2~I+J) IS THE COEFFICIENT OF Y~*(J-I) IN MSUBN(Y), 
FOR I" I  TO N,J=I TO 2*'K'(I-I). THE REMAINING ENTRIES IN F 
ARE ZERO. THE PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT F IS ZERO INITIALLY, AND 
USES INTEGER DIVISION (WITHOUT REMAINDER)AT A CRUCIAL POINT. 
PARAMETER (N=8, NI = N+I, N3=3~2 ** ( N-1 )) 
INTEGER F(N3) ,  C (N I ,N1)  ,T (N I )  
C CREATE AN ARRAY OF BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS, C(I+t,J+I)=(ICHOOSE J), 
C AND A VECTOR T CONTAINING POWERS OF 2. 
DO 10 I : t ,N I  
T(1) = 2~"~(I-I ) 
C( I , I )=I 
CONTINUE 
DOll I=2,N1 
DOI2 J=2,NI 
C(I,J)=C(I-I , J-1)+C(I-I,J) 
CONTINUE 
CONT I NUE 
C INITIALIZE F 
F(3) =t 
C MAIN COMPUTATION 
DO 20 M=2 ,N 
DO 21 I= I ,T (M)  
IC = T(M)-I 
K=I 
DO 30 J=2,M 
J2=T(J) 
IA =F ( J 2+IC+I - J 2"~(IC/J2 )) 
IF (IA. NE.O) K=IA*C(M+I,J)-K 
CONTI NUE 
F(T(M+I)+ I)=K 
CONT I N UE 
20 CONTI NUE 
PRINTIOOO,(F(I),I=I,N3) 
1000 FORMAT(BIt5) 
STOP 
END 
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